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K I A L E G E E C R E E K 

^ I %e modern Creek Confederacy 
X unites tlie four parts of their 

nation now found in Oklahoma, 
far from their original lands in 
Alabama: the large and well-known 
Muskogee and three smaller 
groups, the Alabama-Coastward, 
the Thlopthlocco, and the 
Kialegee (ENAT, 74-76). (The 

Kialegee actually constitute what is officially called a "tribal town" as 
opposed to the more broad-based tribe.) [see Thlopthlocco Creek] 

Over the Kialegee Tribal Town flies a blue flag that recalls their past 
and the Creek culture—especially their long tradition of town dwelling. 
The flag is blue, like the flag of Oklahoma, with 
the seal of the tribal town in the center 
(Homer Miller Co., Oklahoma City). 

Dominating the light blue circle 
are a pair of crossed sticks—the 
Creek claim to have invented the 
sport and played it for centuries. 
The lacrosse sticks divide the seal 
into four quadrants, four being a 
number sacred to many native 
peoples. In the upper quadrant is 
a black Christian cross for the faith of 
the modern Creek people. The right 
quadrant bears a bald eagle in natural colors. The left quadrant contains 
a traditional tool for grinding corn, the staple of the Creek throughout 
their history. The lower quadrant has an ancient ceremonial lodge as 
found in Creek towns. (Such lodges had clay walls and bark-covered, 
cone-shaped roofs as high as 25 feet. They served as a place for 
religious rituals and as shelters for the elderly and homeless [ibid.].) 
The lodge is shown in natural colors, atop a green hillock. 
Surrounding this entire seal is a yellow ring, with the official name 
" K I A L E G E E T R I B A L T O W N " around the top and "ESTB. 1939", 
the year it was founded, below, all in blue letters. 'W 


